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Do you like black licorice or fennel? I sure don't! But if it's up your alley, why not kick off your weekend
(responsibly of course) with some Anisette which is a liqueur derived from aniseed popular in Spain, Italy, Portugal,
and France. A spoon full of Anisette helps the bug count go down? Sorry, that was a bit of stretch.   

We've released fixes for the following bugs:
In brand new knowledge bases if you tried to embed the Widget 2.0 version of the help widget before ever
saving the Settings > WidgetSettings > Widget page, the widget would run into an error and fail to render. This is no longer the
case.
KnowledgeOwl accounts that are paying by invoice currently need to contact us to increase / decrease /
alter the line items of their invoice. On the Account Settings > AccountAccount Settings > Account page, the "contact us" link on that
page was not working (oops!). We have fixed that link and it should now take you to the contact form so you
can email us and our team will help you adjust your invoice.
Previously when a tag or a file label was deleted from the Library > Tags / Library > File LabelsLibrary > Tags / Library > File Labels interface, we
were suppressing them from displaying on any article/category/file that was using it, but we were not
completely removing it from the object on the backend. This would have only been noticeable for our power
authors when using things like the API, but we like our power authors ❤️ so we are now completely removing
those defunct references.
In knowledge bases, the search button, download to PDF icon, and the thumbs up/thumbs down icons were
missing name and title HTML attributes which are very helpful for people using screen readers. We have now
added those attributes. Please contact support if you find any other accessibility issues like these, we make it
our priority to fix them whenever they are reported.
In certain cases, adding a <style> or <script> block to the top of an article's content was causing the css/js
code to show as part of the article blurb when viewing basic style type categories. We've now made sure
that stuff gets stripped out so your customers won't see it.
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